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 ABSTRACT: 
Timing synchronization is known to affect critically the performance of all coherent communication 
systems. Its effects are  particularly pronounced in contemporary wireless technologies including 
ultra-wideband radios and wireless sensor networks, where cooperative or ad hoc access is 
challenged by arbitrary  asynchronism, intersymbol interference, receiver noise, as well as inter- 
and intra-piconet interference arising from concurrently communicating nodes. For universal 
applicability to all these  scenarios, we present in this talk  training-based and blind  
synchronization algorithms along with corresponding  demodulation schemes. These rely on the 
idea of periodically raising the transmit-power (`voice') of each piconet's synchronizing node with   
 a period (`pace') characteristic of each piconet. The novel demodulatror correlates with what we 
term synchronized aggregate template (SAT) which offers provable advantages over the popular  
RAKE at remarkably low complexity. Analytical and simulated performance is carried in an ultra-
wideband wireless personal area  network (WPAN) setup. 
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